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INSTINCT 12S

Minimalistic dimensions and weight Rear compensating openingsEasy purgingOver the shoulder hose coniguration

One of a kind

 ■ Hydrodynamic second stage sHape

 ■ LateraL exHaust tee

 ■ LigHtweigHt

The revolutionary design of this second stage introduces a multiplicity of 
beneits. The side exhaust delects the exhaled breath, so that hardly any 
bubbles will ever crowd your view. The angled diaphragm combined with 
the VAD system ensures high performance in any orientation. Compensating 
openings in the back minimize the likelihood of freelows in strong current. 
The 12S irst stage features DFC system for consistent low, Tri-material 
poppet to guarantee high reliability and four pre-oriented LP ports.

code: 416164 int / din 300
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CARBON 52

ABYSS 22 AMU

code: 416162 int / din 300

code: 416170 int

For extreme emotions

 ■ cwd Kit for extreme temperature

 ■ HigH performance in coLd water

 ■ second stage witH fLuoropoLymer resin finisH

The Abyss 22 AMU is the Mares answer for your challenge in every condition. 
With careful analysis and evaluation of what happens in cold water, Mares 
has designed an exclusive product accurately studied to guarantee top 
performance and reliability under the toughest conditions, including diving 
under the ice. The rubber hose is the preferred material of choice in this 
application, due to excellent heat exchange capabilities and superior durability.

Extreme Performance, Light Weight

 ■ second stage case: 100% carbon tecHnoLogy

 ■ superior tHermaL conductivity

 ■ doubLe dfc

The DFC system ensures superior performance at any depth even when two 
divers are breathing simultaneously off the irst stage. The Natural Convection 
Channel (NCC) system increases the performance in cold water by enhancing 
heat exchange. The superior thermal conductivity of carbon reduces the dry 
mouth feeling at the end of the dive by retaining moisture from the exhaled 
breath. Carbon 52 is perfect for any type of diving. Ideal placement of hoses 
combined with an extremely soft and light Superlex hose makes it the lightest 
second stage on the market. 
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ABYSS 52

ABYSS 22

code: 416163 int / din 300 

code: 416134 int / din 300

A combination of high performers

 ■ compact HigH performance first stage 

 ■ naturaL convection cHanneL (ncc)

 ■ tHe mares Hero second stage

Abyss is available with the compact top performer MR52 irst stage: the best 
for a unique high calibre set up. Double DFC system provides a consistent low 
of air at any depth, even when breathing simultaneously from both the primary 
second stage and the octopus. The NCC system and the design of the Abyss 
second stage with more metal on the front cover, allows this combination to 
achieve very high performance in cold water. Pre-oriented pressure ports for 
ideal placement of hoses even using two independent regulators.

The regulator that beats every record, 
now even lighter

 ■ record-setting performance

 ■ LigHter version of tHe most famous mares first stage

 ■ softer and LigHter Hose

Abyss gained its reputation for reliability by setting many diving records, such 
as the deep-solo-dive to -313m and 101 divers breathing simultaneously for 
40min from a single MR22 irst stage. Our tradition for excellence keeps on 
evolving due to our new engineering and design. 
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PRESTIGE 12S SHE DIVES

PRESTIGE 12S

The Mares regulator dedicated to women

 ■ performance and a LigHt weigHt, made specificaLLy for 

femaLe divers

 ■ four pre-oriented Lp ports

 ■ soft and LigHtweigHt superfLex Hose

The elegance of the She Dives Line in a compact and light weight regulator 
with unbeatable performance. The special shape of the internal bafle, 
combined with the VAD system, makes breathing so easy and natural, you can 
use it at almost any depth.

Not in scale

Not in scale

code: 416182 int / din 300

code: 416156 int / din 300

As regular and natural as your breath

 ■ performance and reLiabiLity in compact and LigHt first stage

 ■ four pre-oriented Lp ports

 ■ soft purge diapHragm witH mesH grid

More compact and even lighter, it achieves maximum compactness in the DIN 
version. The four low-pressure ports are pre-oriented and allow for optimum 
arrangement of the hoses, which are now even softer and lighter. A medium-
size second stage offers easy, natural, regular breathing.
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ROVER 12S

ROVER 2S

Performance, reliability and simplicity

 ■ continuous no-faiL reLiabiLity over time

 ■ four pre-oriented Lp ports

 ■ oversized purge button

The balanced diaphragm irst stage uses the Mares Tri-material valve; four 
pre-oriented LP ports for better hoses placement. Rover’s mid-size second 
stage features a cover made of soft material that makes pushing the purge 
button very easy, even when wearing gloves. The latest technologies offer 
easy, natural, regular breathing.

Reliability, light weight and simplicity

 ■ LigHt weigHt, sturdy and compact first stage

 ■ mid-size second stage

 ■ ideaL for diving centers

The Rover 2S is an excellent choice for intensive rental use in Diving Centers 
and for all divers who want reliability. The new R2S irst stage is the evolution 
of the piston regulator. A sandblasted inish to increase scratch resistance. 
The protection cover is designed to allow the installation of an RFID chip for 
rental use managed by dedicated PC software. Easy and reduced maintenance 
for INT and DIN version.

Not in scale

Not in scale

code: 416166 int / din 300

code: 416220 int / din 30
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ABYSS 22 NITROX

ABYSS 52 NITROX

OCTOPUS
ABYSS NITROx 

code: 416504 nx  

The evolution of the Mares hero also dives with Nitrox

 ■ 100% oxygen compatibLe, out of tHe box

 ■ front cover witH metaL insert and mesH grid

 ■ Hose protector for better Heat excHange

Tested and approved in accordance with European standard EN13949, Abyss 
22 Nitrox is compatible with oxygen mixes up to 100% O2 and is equipped 
with a dedicated connection, in conformity with European standard EN144-3. 
Available in octopus version.

Advanced performance, with 100% Oxygen

 ■ doubLe dfc

 ■ dedicated nitrox connector

 ■ soft and LigHtweigHt superfLex Hose

Developed in accordance with the most stringent safety standards, Abyss 52 
Nitrox features a dedicated connector in accordance with European standard 
EN 144-3. It is compatible with mixes containing up to 100% oxygen.

code: 416163 nx

code: 416134 nx
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ROVER 12S NITROX

AIR CONTROL

OCTOPUS
ROVER NITROx 

code: 416505 nx  

Compatible with mixes containing up to 100% oxygen

 ■ sturdy and LigHt

 ■ unfaiLing reLiabiLity over time

 ■ ideaL for diving centers

Tested and approved pursuant to European standard EN13949, Rover 12 Nitrox 
is compatible with mixes containing up to 100% O2, and features a dedicated 
connection in compliance with European standard EN144-3. Rover Nitrox is 
also available in octopus version.

The evolution

 ■ combined Hose for octopus and infLator

 ■ ergonomic sHape

 ■ pre-oriented moutHpiece for easier use

Air Control, the alternative air source from Mares offers the option to use 
the same hose for the octopus and the inlator. The pre-oriented mouthpiece 
makes it usable like a quick and easy octopus. The cover features the Mesh 
Grid system, made of soft material so the purge button is easy to push, even 
when wearing gloves. It complies with EC standards and with special adaptors 
that can be easily assembled on all BCs. The ergonomic shape allows one-
handed use.

code: 416166 nx

code: 416893
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OCTOPUS CARBON OCTOPUS TECHNOPOLYMER

OCTOPUS METAL

OCTOPUS ABYSS ExTREME

OCTOPUS ABYSS OCTOPUS ROVER

OCTOPUS PRESTIGE 

OCTOPUS MV 

OCTOPUS INSTINCT

Maximum performance with lightness

 ■ HigHLy-resistant octopus for demanding divers 

 ■ second stage case made of 100% carbon

 ■ tecHnoLogy and LigHtness

The Carbon octopus features the Mesh  Grid system and integrated VAD 
which, combined with the Fluid Dynamic Delector, ensures very easy and 
natural breathing. And it’s all combined into a carbon second stage for 
increased thermal conductivity and incredible lightness.

All Metal for top performance

 ■ Heavy-duty octopus for demanding dives

 ■ nicKeL and cHrome-pLated brass case

 ■ perfect matcH witH aLL metaL reguLator Line

Compact and lightweight

 ■ sturdy and durabLe

 ■ superior resistance to abrasion

 ■ Hi-viz yeLLow cover and Hose

code: 416535

code: 416536

code: 416542

code: 416526

code: 416523

code: 416504

This All Metal octopus is coated with a special luoropolymer resin inish 
on the second stage case and all key components to prevent ice crystals 
from forming in extreme cold conditions.

The front cover with metal insert and Mesh Grid, combined with the hose 
protector for better heat exchange, grants maximum dependability in the 
most demanding water conditions.

Side exhaust delects the exhaled breath, so that hardly any bubbles crowd 
your view. Compensating openings in the back minimize the likelihood of 
freelows in strong current. The oversized purge button makes it easy to ind 
and easy to use, even when wearing thick gloves.
Superlex hose for better comfort.

A mid-size octopus with a stylish design, strengthened by the latest 
technologies to grant steady, natural and effortless breathing. Easy-to-use 
soft purge diaphragm with Mesh Grid.

Its limited weight, minimum space requirements, and symmetrical and 
compact shape make the MV the ideal octopus. Easy to use on the right or 
the left, it offers great dependability and natural breathing thanks to the 
NBS (Natural Breathing System).

This medium sized octopus made of technopolymer features a cover made 
of soft material so that the purge button is easy to push. The extensively-
tested VAD system - combined with the new Fluid Dynamic Delector - 
ensures natural, effortless breathing.

code: 416505
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first stage

nx (100% o
2
)

code

regulator

first stage weight (g)

total weight (g)
(including hose)

second stage weight (g)

carbon tecHnoLogy

ncc ∤ natural convection channel

aLL metaL tecHnoLogy

tri-materiaL vaLve

uLtraLigHt tecHno poLymer

vad ∤ vortex assisted design

fLuid dynamic defLector 

dfc ∤ dynamic flow control

mesH grid

superfLex Hose

diaphragm

int

int

piston

din 300 bar

din 300 bar

nx

nx

smaLL size

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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416504416535 416523416542 416536 416526 416505

carbon prestige roverinstinct abyss extreme abyss mv

354335 427 427 390 364 385

code

octopus

total weight (g) (including hose)

nx (100% o
2
)

carbon tecHnoLogy

aLL metaL tecHnoLogy

uLtraLigHt tecHno poLymer

vad ∤ vortex assisted design

fLuid dynamic defLector 

mesH grid

superfLex Hose

smaLL size

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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MATRIx

USB interface included Strap extension 
(optional - code: 44200966)

Optional Metal Strap 
(sold separately - code: 414811)

Tech Strap
(optional - code: 414812)

Another step into the future

 ■ fuLL dot matrix dispLay 

 ■ upgradeabLe software

 ■ pc interface incLuded

A full-dot matrix high resolution display, 
tilt- compensated digital compass with bearing 
function, graphic proile during the dive and 
multigas algorithm make Matrix  arguably the most 
impressive Mares watch-style dive computer ever. A 
choice of digital or analog time of day display, second 
time zone and a precision stopwatch, all in a sleek 
metal housing make it the coolest product to show 
off between dives. Did we mention a 35-hour logbook 
including dive proile graphs at 5s sampling rate? 
The rechargeable battery means years and years of 
maintenance free use. The charging cradle doubles 
up as PC (or Mac) interface for downloading dives and 
for irmware upgrades.

EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 99%

ANALOG WATCh DECO DIVE LOGBOOK GAS SWITCh COMPASS

DISPLAYS 1:1 scale

SCREEN PROTECTOR

code: 415173

code: 414166 / 414167 white
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ART TO MEDIA is known for its experience in 3D dive maps of worldwide dive sites providing detailed 
depiction of wrecks and dive sites.
Through a partnership with Mares, they are creating dive maps speciically designed for the Icon HD 
computer. 

COMPASS view featuring no deco time, depth and 
tank pressure, prior to the activation of either 
bearing function or stopwatch.

COMPASS view with active stopwatch and bearing 
function. The symbols help you navigate a square, 
triangular or reciprocal course. The stopwatch 
allows you to time each leg of the course.

MAP view featuring one of the many maps which 
can be downloaded free of charge from www.
mares.com.

Example of alarm message during the dive. 
Clear text, in your choice of 21 languages, clearly 
illustrates the situation, allowing you to take the 
best course of action without hesitation.

Suggestion of gas switch upon reaching the MOD 
of the next gas in the sequence.

EXTENDED view, featuring no deco time, depth, 
dive time, temperature, description of gas being 
used, tank pressure with color coding, time 
to reserve and gas consumption rate. Tissue 
saturation bar graph on the left side of the display.

EXTENDED view in a decompression dive. Each 
individual stop is described in depth and duration, 
and the color identiies the kind of stop (deep, 
deco or safety). The bottom row shows additional 
information (+ screen).

PROFILE view featuring a graphic representation 
of the dive proile and of the tank status, in addition 
to no deco time and depth.

1:1 scale

DISPLAYS
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ICON HD NET READY

SCREEN PROTECTOR

code: 415174

Works on all Mares dive computers

Deine your tank in terms of operating tank pressure, turn-around point and tank reserve, and Icon will generate 5 pressure ranges and associate a logic 
sequence of colors for an immediate at-a-glance interpretation of your tank status.

Incredible Color, High Deinition Dive

 ■ HoseLess tanK pressure transmission

 ■ excLusive bi-direCtional CommuniCation

 ■ displays tank pressure, time remaining 

and Current gas Consumption

Icon HD net ready is the new frontier in gas integrated 
dive computers. Whereas until now the dive computer 
was simply a passive receiver of information, with the 
new Mares bidirectional technology, Icon HD is ready 
to communicate actively with the tank module for an 
unprecedented level of safety and user friendliness. 
The combination with Icon’s high deinition color 
display brings tank pressure information to a new 
level. Detailed numerical information is accompanied 
by intuitive, at-a-glance color coding. Blue and green 
means the pressure is above the mid tank warning, 
red means the pressure is below the reserve, orange 
and yellow for values inbetween. The thresholds are 
set by the user for maximum customization.

EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 99%

TANk MODULE

code: 414311

code: 414121

1919
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PUCk PRO

USB interface
(code: 414313)

Slim design Clearly structured displayEasy and intuitive to use 

Everything you need, 
nothing you don’t

 ■ sLim design for a perfect fit

 ■ Large dispLay for superior readabiLity

 ■ intuitive user interface

When Mares introduced the Puck dive computer 
on the market in 2008, it sent a shockwave rippling 
through the industry: a super intuitive, easy to use, 
full-featured RGBM nitrox computer at an extremely 
competitive price. Now we are doing it again. Though 
improving on the original concept was not easy, we 
did so by implementing a larger display in a slimmer 
design, then added upgradeable irmware and 
multigas capability. All the bells and whistles, no 
unnecessary frills. Puck PRO is the computer that 
can accompany you through years and years of diving 
adventures.

EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 99%

DISPLAYS 1:1 scale

NO DECO DIVE
WITh TIME OF DAy DISPLAy

DECO DIVE NITROX MENUGAS SWITCh 

code: 414122

2020

1290AED



NEMO WIDE

NEMO WIDE DISPLAY PROTECTOR

code: 414902

The “effortless” dive computer

 ■ wide dispLay witH superior readabiLity

 ■ ergonomic design and intuitive interface

 ■ muLtigas capabLe

Nemo Wide is designed to be safe, reliable, easy to 
read, and intuitive to use.  In this new version we 
stayed true to all of these aspects. We improved the 
readability by restructuring the lay-out of the display 
and organizing the information as seen in the Matrix 
and Puck PRO.  This new version also features a 
bottom timer mode with stopwatch function and 
resettable average depth, ideal for technical divers. If 
you like effortless-reading, user-friendly computers, 
then the Nemo Wide is for you!

EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 99%

DISPLAYS 1:1 scale

GAS SWITChING BOTTOM TIMER

DEEP STOP TIMER DURING DEEP STOP

code: 414114

2121

2250 AED



PUCk AIR

PUCk CONSOLES

Sleek, reliable, ergonomic  
and easy to use

 ■ integrated pressure gauge and residuaL 

air time caLcuLation

 ■ dispLay area witH a dot matrix insert

 ■ air, nitrox and bottom timer modes

The sporty and functional design includes all the 
information that enthusiasts cannot do without. With 
Puck Air as your guide, you will always know what to do. 
In particular, with the Easy Access System, navigating 
the computer menu has never seemed so easy.

EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 50%

Enjoy the versatility of Puck

 ■ pucK computer in an ergonomic consoLe

 ■ new gauge dispLay for easy readabiLity

 ■ muLtipLe attacHment Loops for fLexibLe 

configuration

MISSION PUCk 2

code: 414420

MISSION PUCk 3

code: 414421

The Puck family of consoles are comprised of the 
Puck computer capsule and a compact easy-to-
read pressure gauge with a chrome-plated brass 
body.  Designed with optimized angles and shape for 
maximum ergonomics. The Mission Puck 3 includes a 
compact dedicated compass to meet all divers needs.

EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 50%

PUCk AIR  

STANDARD vERSION

code: 414161  

PUCk AIR  

WITH COMPASS

code: 414162

code: 414163 southern hemisphere

MISSION PUCk 3

code: 414421

MISSION PUCk 2

code: 414420 

code: 414161 / 414162 ∤ 414163 southern hemisphere

code: 414420 mission puck 2 / 414421 mission puck 3
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MISSION CONSOLES

MISSION1 MISSION2 MISSION2C MISSION3

Specially created to be attached 
to the BC, for use with a retractor. 
Case material: shock-resistant 
and scratch-resistant elastomeric 
technopolymer.

Anti-Shock elastomeric 
technopolymer case with a 
precise pressure gauge featuring 
an easy to read display. Multiple 
attachment loops for perfect 
console positioning.

Our analog console with pressure 
and depth gauges offers the 
simple yet versatile option to 
upgrade from the analog depth 
gauge to the compact Puck 
capsule computer.

Analog console with pressure 
gauge and compass, featuring 
optimal angles for reading 
pressure and compass data at the 
same time.

The analog console with pressure 
and depth gauges is completed by 
a compact dedicated compass. Our 
optimally angled shock resistant 
case allows easy reading of all three 
gauges at the same time. Option 
to later change the analog depth 
gauge with Puck computer capsule.

Wrist compass designed for 
side and top reading featuring a 
scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
cover. Ergonomic soft strap in 
high-resistance technopolymer.

The latest result of uncomplicated ingenuity

 ■ moduLar design

 ■ muLtipLe attacHment points

 ■ dispLay for easiest readabiLity

code: 414417

code: 414404

code: 414418

code: 414504

code: 414506 southern hemisphere

code: 414423 code: 414419

MISSION 1C
WRIST COMPASS HANDY COMPASS
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MISSION CHRONO MISSION WATCH

SOFTWARE

     DIvER’S DIARY

Mares joins the Apple universe, now with real-time decompression 
calculations. you can also interface between a Mac and an iPhone via 
iDiversDiary, the dedicated app available on the App Store.

DIvE ORGANIZER

The new software interface originally built for the Icon hD is now compatible 
with the majority of the Mares computer range such as Nemo Wide, Nemo Air, 
and Puck computer family. Upgrade your irmware, download your dives and 
review all details of your logged diving history.

Your companion for all adventures

 ■ cHronograpH

 ■ waterproof to 200m/660ft

 ■ super-luminova® FluoresCent display

After the success of the Mission Watch, here comes Mission Chrono to 
broaden Mares’ watch line. Made to always be with you, underwater and 
on the surface. Sturdy and functional, yet classy and elegant. Exclusive 
Mares design with precision crafted stainless steel case and stainless steel 
wrist band. Screw-in stopwatch buttons with PVD treatment. Swiss quartz 
movement. Exceptional night lighting via Super-Luminova® pigments on 
display and hands.

The ideal Mares sporty watch

 ■ waterprooF 200m/660Ft

 ■ swiss quartz movement

 ■ stainless steel Case

Mission watch is the ideal buddy in the water and for day-to-day activities. 
The all stainless steel case with ergonomic soft PU and SilIcone strap, along 
with its Swiss quality and water resistance to 200m/660ft, makes this the 
ideal sport watch.

code: 414809 code: 414808
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* **

414114414122414121
414420 Mission Puck 2
414421 Mission Puck 3

matrix icon Hd net ready nemo widepuck pro puck air puck consoles

150 m (492 ft)

36 hr 36 hr

5 s 5 s

150 m (492 ft)

38 hr

5 s

150 m (492 ft)

36 hr

20 s

150 m (492 ft)

> 100hr

5 s

150 m (492 ft) 150 m (492 ft)

38 hr

20 s

*** ***

code

computer

* Dive mode / ** Compass and bottom timer modes only / *** Bottom timer mode

max displayed depth

proile sampling rates

rechargeable batteries

option to exclude audible alarms

dual time

residual nitrogen reset

user replaceable batteries

memory capacity

ascent rate indicator

stopwatch

daily alarm

Full dot matrix

gas switCHing

segment / matrix area display

soFtware upgradeability

segment display

usb CHarger

mineral glass display

air integrated

one button Control

lCd Color display

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

414161  standard version
414162 with compass NO
414163 with compass SO

414166
414167 White
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HYBRID PRO TEC

Customizable metal D-rings Large easy-to-reach pockets Two-jackets-in-oneStreamlined aircell

A giant step in the evolution
of back mounted BCDs

 ■ made witH aLutex, sturdy and durabLe

 ■ moduLar integrated weigHt system

 ■ 10 metaL d-rings, 3 oF wHiCH 

Customizable

The irst thing you will notice when donning hybrid 
Pro Tec is the perfect it. This new level of comfort 
is achieved via special shoulder pads which are 
longer, pre-shaped and reinforced, and work in 
perfect unison with the lumbar suspension system. 
hybrid Pro Tec features 10 metal D-rings, 3 of which 
can be slid up and down along the shoulder pads, 
to accommodate any coniguration needs. Made 
of very tough Alutex material, it will endure any 
exposure you submit it to and hold up to the test 
of time. Furthermore, hybrid Pro Tec is a modular 
BCD: the detacheable vest comprising the MRS Plus 
system is removable, leaving a lean-and-mean travel 
BCD. This coniguration can be expanded by adding 
the optional lumbar trim weight system and/or the 
Cruise Add-on pocket. 

TRIM WEIGHT ∙ code: 47201060

CRuIse ADD-on ∙ code: 415588

code: 417348

sizes Xs/s m/L XL

weight 4,4 kg / 9.7 lb 4,3 kg / 9.5 lb 4,6 kg / 10.1 lb

buoyancy lift 245 N
(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N
(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N
(25kg / 55.1lb)
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HYBRID

HYBRID AT

Beyond innovation

 ■ foLdabLe bacKpacK

 ■ uLtra Low profiLe exHaust vaLves

 ■ unprecedented fit and trim 

Thanks to features such as complete uncoupling of 
harness and aircell, seamless shoulder straps and 
special padding around the wings of the back pack, 
we have reached unparalleled maximization of com-
fort, it, stability and lift. Soft yet durable materials and 
overall light weight. Trim weight pouches integrated 
in the back pack and the MRS Plus weight integration 
system. Adding exclusive styling and special cut it’s 
perfect for female anatomy as well.

Control, comfort, and it

 ■ AIRTRIM FOR FAST  

AND INTUITIvE BUOYANCY CONTROL

 ■ FOLDABLE BACkPACk 

AND SUSPENSION SYSTEM

 ■ NEW ULTRAFLAT PNEUMATIC vALvES

All the features of the Ergo version are now available 
in the Airtrim version too. The patented Mares system 
on the pneumatic valves makes it possible to inlate 
and delate the BCD, no matter what your position in 
the water is. The shoulder straps have no stitching 
and there is special padding on the backpack in the 
lumbar area. Integrated trim weights and MRS Plus 
weight system.  

code: 417334

code: 417345 / 417346 she dives

sizes XS/S M/L XL

weight 3,9 kg / 8.6 lb 4 kg / 8.8 lb 4,2 kg / 9.2 lb

buoyancy lift 145 N
(14,8kg / 32.6lb)

200 N
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N
(24kg / 52.9lb)

sizes XS/S M/L XL

weight 3,8 kg / 8.4 lb 3,9 kg / 8.6 lb 4,3 kg / 9.5 lb

buoyancy lift 140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

190 N
(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

220 N
(22,5kg / 49.6lb)

sizes she dives XXS/XS S/M L

weight 3,8 kg / 8.4 lb 3,8 kg / 8.4 lb 4 kg / 8.8 lb

buoyancy lift 140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

170 N
(17,3kg / 38.1lb)

28
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HYBRID PURE

Combines light weight, comfort, 
and modularity

 ■ integrated moduLar weigHt system

 ■ LigHtweigHt, an ideaL traveL companion

 ■ 3 sizes fit aLL

More simplicity for a backmounted BCD, and thanks 
to its extremely low weight and foldable backpack, 
it becomes the ideal companion for your travels. 
Streamlined yet complete, hybrid Pure surprises 
with its modularity and unique comfort, thanks to 
the lumbar suspension system. The construction of 
the aircell delivers extreme freedom of movement 
and makes it easier to achieve perfect buoyancy. 
Removable integrated MRS Plus weight system and 
a folding zippered cargo pocket. Optional lumbar 
trim weight system. 

Removable integrated MRS Plus System Roll-up pocket Foldable backpackhydrodynamic aircell

TRIM WEIGHT

optional - code: 47201060

code: 417352

sizes XS/S M/L XL

weight 3,1 kg/6.8 lb 3,2 kg/7 lb 3,2 kg/7 lb

buoyancy lift 150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

2929
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DRAGON

kAILA

Security and streamlined comfort

 ■ internaL pLusH Lining witH comfortabLe 

padded neoprene necK coLLar

 ■ adJustabLe eLastic cummerbund witH 

QuicK adJust system

 ■ trim weigHt and mrs plus

Designed for divers who want safety, comfort, and 
style. Dragon offers top-notch levels of comfort 
and high lift capability while keeping a streamlined 
shape. Full-featured for the most demanding divers, 
Dragon also features 3D Alutex protection and 
abrasion-resistant mesh.

Designed by women for women

 ■ fasHionabLe design witH a dedicated 

femaLe cut

 ■ internaL pLusH Lining witH padded 

neoprene necK coLLar

 ■ duaL adJustabLe sHouLder straps to 

accommodate various torso LengtHs 

Kaila means “Style” in hawaiian. The elegant female 
diver who wants function and comfort aligned with 
style and distinction will appreciate the Kaila. The 
sleek Dragon bladder design positions some air 
towards the back providing ample lift. Slender front 
shape gives comfortable surface loatation, without 
the balloon sensation.

code: 417305

code: 417306

sizes XS S M L XL

weight 4,2 kg / 9.2 lb 4,2 kg / 9.2 lb 4,4 kg / 9.7 lb 4,5 kg / 9.9 lb 4,6 kg / 10.1 lb

buoyancy lift 140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

170 N
(17,3kg / 38.1lb)

190 N
(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

220 N
(22,5kg / 49.6lb)

sizes XXS XS S M L

weight 4 kg / 8.8 lb 4 kg / 8.8 lb 4,1 kg / 9 lb 4,1 kg / 9 lb 4,3 kg / 9.5 lb

buoyancy lift 140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

160 N
(16,3kg / 35.9lb)
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PRESTIGE AT

PRESTIGE MRS PLUS

The advantages of the Airtrim system 
in a unique and popular BCD

 ■ airtrim controL 

 ■ exceLLent Lift capacity

 ■ mrs pLus integrated weigHt

All the features of the Ergo version of the inlator are 
available in the Airtrim version, with an even more 
appealing look. Long backpack with padded grip 
and covering. MRS Plus integrated weight and rear 
trim weight pockets for greater comfort during the 
dive. Sturdy, with excellent lift capacity. New ultralat 
pneumatic valves. 

The most sought-after and prestigious 
BC with an exciting new look

 ■ exceLLent Lift capacity

 ■ new ergo controL is even more 

ergonomic

 ■ improved fit for even greater comfort

Bladder is constructed entirely of Cordura material.  
Comfortable and secure, while providing incredible 
lift capacity.  Fit is noticeably improved due to an 
in-depth study of the shoulder and chest area. A 
contemporary tailored it combined with our new 
swivel buckles, achieve unparalleled comfort. 
Updated cosmetics and attractive style bring a fresh 
new look; but more importantly, the performance 
makes this a highly desirable BCD.  Featuring 
3-Dimensional self draining pockets with zip 
closures, rear trim weights, and many other details 
that contribute to an even more enjoyable dive.

code: 417222

code: 417349

sizes XS S M L XL

weight 4kg / 8.8 lb 4kg / 8.8 lb 4,3 kg / 9.5 lb 4,2 kg / 9.2 lb 4,4 kg / 9.7 lb

buoyancy lift 95 N
(9,7kg / 21.4lb)

125 N
(12,7kg / 28.1lb)

135 N
(13,8kg / 30.4lb)

155 N
(15,8kg / 34.9lb)

185 N
(18,9kg / 41.6lb)

sizes XXS XS S M L XL

weight 3,8 kg / 8.4 lb 3,9 kg / 8.6 lb 4 kg / 8.8 lb 4,1 kg / 9 lb 4,2 kg / 9.2 lb 4,3 kg / 9.5 lb

buoyancy lift 140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N
(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N
(24kg / 52.9lb)
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F-LIGHT

PRIME

The ideal travel companion

 ■ uLtraLigHt

 ■ easy to pacK and carry

 ■ dedicated to tHe traveLing diver

Made out of 420 Cordura, light yet strong. Features 2 
large zippered pockets, two rear trim weight pockets 
and 5 aluminum D-rings. Utilizes a soft pack of 
padded PVC, aimed at optimum weight and volume 
reduction without jeopardizing performance. So easy 
to carry, you will never leave home without it.

Comfort and style in a BCD 
that will amaze you

 ■ standard bcd witH option to upgrade 

witH mrs pLus 

 ■ stowage for octopus 

and pressure gauge

 ■ roomy zippered pocKets  

Aircell made in Cordura 420 and rigid backpack with 
handle. Prime is ideal for people who want to get 
started with their diving adventure. Standard BCD 
with the option to add the MRS Plus weight system 
at a later time, assembling it with just a few clicks. 
The two openings on the pockets provided for 
positioning of the octopus and pressure gauge make 
the dive even more comfortable. Excellent buoyancy lift.

sizes XS S M L XL

weight 2,9 kg / 6.4 lb 2,9 kg / 6.4 lb 3,1 kg / 6.8 lb 3,1 kg / 6.8 lb 3,1 kg / 6.8 lb

buoyancy lift 140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N
(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N
(24kg / 52.9lb)

sizes XS S M L XL

weight 2,1 kg / 4.6 lb 2,1 kg / 4.6 lb 2,2 kg / 4.8 lb 2,3 kg / 5.1 lb 2,3 kg / 5.1 lb

buoyancy lift 140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N
(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N
(24kg / 52.9lb)

code: 417309

code: 417261

kIT MRS PLUS
(optional)

code: 417958
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417345

XS/S ·
M/L · XL

XS/S ·
M/L · XL

XS/S ·
M/L · XL

XS/S ·
M/L · XL

XS · S · M ·
L · XL

XS · S · M ·
L · XL

XS · S · M ·
L · XL

XS · S · M ·
L · XL

XXS · XS ·
S · M · L

XXS · XS ·
S · M · L · XL

XXS/XS ·
S/M · L

417346 417352 417305 417306 417222 417349417348 417334 417261417309

Hybrid
Hybrid

she dives
Hybrid
pro tec

Hybrid at
Hybrid
pure

f-Lightprestige at
prestige

mrs plus
primedragon Kaila

5

7 6

4

8.8

3,9 4,3 4,24,3 2,33,1

6.8

4,2

9.2

3,8 4,53,2

78.6 9.5 9.29.5 5.18.4 9.9

7 2

10

61

5

5 4

XS/S

M/L · XL

XS/S

M/L · XLXS/S · M/L · XL

XS/S · M/L · XL XS · S

M · L · XL

XS · S

M · L · XL
XXS · XS ·

S · M · L · XL

XXS · XS · S · M

L

XXS/XS · S/M

L

MRS Plus
ready

140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

170 N 
(17,3kg / 38.1lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

245 N
(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N
(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N
(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N
(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N
(25kg / 55.1lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

190 N 
(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

190 N 
(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

220 N
(22,5kg / 49.6lb)

190 N 
(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

170 N 
(17,3kg / 38.1lb)

220 N
(22,5kg / 49.6lb)

140 N
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

160 N 
(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg /30.8lb)

160 N 
(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N 
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N
(24kg / 52.9lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

145 N
(14,8kg / 32.6lb)

145 N
(14,8kg / 32.6lb)

200 N 
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

200 N 
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N
(24kg / 52.9lb)

235 N
(24kg / 52.9lb)

235 N
(24kg / 52.9lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N 
(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

160 N 
(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

160 N 
(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N
(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

200 N 
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

200 N 
(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

95 N 
(9,7kg / 21.4lb)

125 N 
(12,7kg / 28.1lb)

135 N 
(13,8kg / 30.4lb)

155 N 
(15,8kg / 34.9lb)

185 N 
(18,9kg / 41.6lb)

Cordura®420 / 
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 / 
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 / 
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 / 
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 / 
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 / 
Cordura®420

Cordura®1000 / 
Cordura®420

Cordura®1000 / 
Cordura®420

Cordura®1000 / 
Cordura®420 /

Alutex

2

4

12

materials
(external/internal)

Heavy-duty technopolymer

m

stainless steel
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xxs

xs

417954 (large- max 6 kg)

417955 (small - max 4 kg)

cLassic bLadder

foLdabLe bacKpacK

bacKmounted

suspension system

ergo infLator

airtrim

fusion bLadder

sizes

code

bcd

Cordura®420 / 
Cordura®420 
with Alutex 
protection 

and abrasion-
resistant mesh

Cordura®420 / 
Cordura®420 
with abrasion 

resistant 
protection

no weight
system

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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FLEXA

* *

code: 412061 man / 412065 she dives

code: 412062 man / 412066 she dives

code: 412510 man / 412515 she dives

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 man / 1·2·3·4·5 she dives

thickness: 8·6·5 mm

thickness: 5·4·3 mm

thickness: 3·2·2 mm

The intelligent family suits. Feel the difference

 ■ 100% uLtrastretcH unparaLLeLed comfort

 ■ bacK protection system (bps)

 ■ tHermo pLusH inside

The Flexa family is the highest expression of Trilastic. Different thickness 
for different areas of the body. 100% ultrastretch. Unparalleled inish and 
attention to detail. Front zip with smooth neoprene lap for more comfort  and 
isolation. Rubber tag custom closure. BPS: an additional layer of neoprene 
stitched in the back provides additional comfort and thermal protection. The 
Flexa suits are the result of an effort meant to obtain the widest variety of 
combinations of steamer, shorty (Core) and vest with only 5 items. 

Back zip

code US: 482051 man
 5·4·3 back zip
 sizes: s ·m·L·xL·xxL·3xL

* Shoulder color changes with suit thickness 
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REEF REEF SHORTY

Quality and nice inish

Cool, stylish, light weight and excellent for warm water dives and long 
snorkeling sessions. Neck custom closure and back zip puller demonstrate 
a high level of inish in all details. The smooth skin front panel makes the 
Reef suitable for suring and water skiing.

Cool, stretchy and ideal for temperate water

 ■ custom cLosure and bacK zip puLLer

 ■ presHaped cut

 ■ cHest mesH sKin

Reef is the ideal suit for warm water use. Wrist, ankle and neck seals 
are enriched with the aquastops inish. These applications reduce the 
continuous water low. The chest area comes with a soft and stretchy rubber 
panel making this suit ideal for multiple surface water sports.

code US: 482067 mancode US · 2.5mm: 482082 man
sizes: s·m·L·xL·xxL·3xL

code US · 2.5mm: 482081 she dives
sizes: 4·6·8·10·12·14·16

sizes: S · M · L · XL· XXL · 3XL

code: 412511 man / 412516 she dives

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 man / 1·2·3·4·5 she dives sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 man / 1·2·3·4·5 she dives

code: 412513 man / 412523 she dives

thickness: 3 mm thickness: 2.5 mm

41
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CORAL TRILASTIC STEAmER

412964 412965

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL* XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

she dives

A comfortable second skin for the tropic dives

code US: 482068 man
sizes: s·m·L·xL·xxL·3xL

code US · 2.5mm: 482084 she dives
sizes: 4·6·8·10·12·14·16

code: 412514 man / 412524 she dives

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 man / 1·2·3·4·5 she dives

thickness: 0.5 mm

 ■ rubber Knee pads

 ■ metaLite fabric inside

 ■ easy donning and doffing

Even though the thickness is only 
0.5mm, Coral is a very warm suit. The 
internal fabric called Metalite has a 
heat retaining effect. This means that 
the body heat is relected thus less 
heat is lost. Also ideal as a back-up 
suit or it can be worn under other 
suits. Stirrups secure placement.

* Sizes XXL for men and XL for women are available in some countries.
   Please check with your local Sales Representative or Customer Service Department.

** US version: Grey replace the white.

Snorkeling without worries

 ■ uv protection 50+

 ■ uLtraeLastic, fits aLL

 ■ stirrups eQuipped for secure pLacement 

Protects almost your entire body surface, be it from aggressive solar 
rays or from the occasional encounter with a jelly fish. Ideal for long 
snorkelling sessions as well as first layer under a wetsuit, especially 
when renting the wetsuit.

world
code

mantrilastic steamer

size
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RASH GUARD RASH GUARD LOOSE FIT

412972 412940

412984

412974 412941

412985

412976

412986

412966

412967

482060

482061

482077

482062

482063

482054

482055

-

-

-

-482076

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL* XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL* XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

4 ∤ 6 ∤ 8 ∤ 10 ∤ 12 ∤ 14 ∤ 16

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

4 ∤ 6 ∤ 8 ∤ 10 ∤ 12 ∤ 14 ∤ 16

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

4 ∤ 6 ∤ 8 ∤ 10 ∤ 12 ∤ 14 ∤ 16

-

-

SHE DIVESSHE DIVES

Long sleeve

412944

412942

412945

412943

** ** **

Ideal as undergarment
or by itself for superior UV protection

 ■ cooL LigHtweigHt materiaL

 ■ fLat seam construction for ComforT 

 ■ uv proTeCTion 50+

Characterized by the Mares Trilastic look, the Rash Guard is  built with a 
material that provides UV protection of 50+. The seams, sewn with latlock 
stitching, won’t leave marks on your skin. Perfect to wear underneath your 
suit and ideal for all kinds of watersports.

Be cool and protected!

 ■ looSe fiT STyle

 ■ new vibranT ColorS

 ■ uv proTeCTion 50+

Need skin protection? Protect your skin while being fashion forward, with the 
comfortable new Loose Fit Rash Guards. Instead of wearing a compression 
shirt, this is the new way to size rash guards. Designed to be worn underneath 
your suit or for  a multitude of different watersports. Flatlock stitching for 
comfort and new color combinations for an attractive look!

uSa

uSa

world

world

code

code

long sleeve

long sleeve

rash guard

rash guard

mAn

Short sleeve

Short sleeve

Sleeveless

Sleeveless

Shorts

Shorts

code

code

code

size

size

size

size

world

world

code

code

code

long sleeve

long sleeve

rash guard

rash guard

mAn

Short sleeve

Short sleeve

size

size 2XS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL 2XS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL
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THERmO GUARD THERmO GUARD SHORTY

412970 412522

412983

412968

412982

412517 412522

412518

482058

482059 -

--

-

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL* 1 ∤ 2 ∤ 3 ∤ 4 ∤ 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL* -3 ∤ -2 ∤ -1 ∤ 0

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

4 ∤ 6 ∤ 8 ∤ 10 ∤ 12 ∤ 14 ∤ 16 -

--

-

** **

* Sizes XXL for men and XL for women are available in some countries.
   Please check with your local Sales Representative or Customer Service Department.

** US version: Grey replace the white.

Body core comfort for all water sports

 ■ 0.5mm neoprene

 ■ SmooTh on your Skin

 ■ uv proTeCTion aCTion

Very easy to put on, provides great UV protection and the Metalite coating helps 
retain heat for superior warmth. Flat stitch for comfortable contact on your 
skin. Thermo Guard offers more body core comfort than a standard rash guard. 
Perfect underneath your suit for better heat retention during diving.Thanks to its 
thermal and UV protection, it’s also ideal for any other watersport use.

Always handy

 ■ 1.5 mm ThiCkneSS

 ■ Junior SizeS available

 ■ meTaliTe fabriC inSide

Extremely versatile product. Can be used as irst layer under a wetsuit for 
incremental thermal comfort, or as only suit in warm waters. Entirely lined 
in Metalite on the inside, it’s also the perfect choice for swimming pools or 
for snorkelling. Dedicated junior graphics for the smaller sizes.

uSa

uSa

world world

world

code code

code

long sleeve Shorty adult

long sleeve

Thermo guard 0.5 Thermo guard 1.5

Thermo guard 0.5

mAn UnISEX

SHE DIVES

Short sleeve

Short sleeve

Shorts Shorty junior

Shorts

code

code

size size

size

size

size

thickness: 0.5 mm thickness: 1.5 mm

4444
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FLEXA DS

FLEXA FIT

CLASSIC nG

CLASSIC

FLEXA TOUCH

EQUATOR

FLEXA CLASSIC AmARA

The exclusive design of the sole 
features a system of drainage 
grooves (DS Draining System), 
which prevent the suction effect 
between boot and foot pocket. 
Donning and dofing a in becomes 
much easier. Ideal for those who 
have to cover large distances on 
foot to the dive site.

Latest generation of Classic 
Boots 5mm. With wide toecap 
and levelled sole provides more 
toughness and comfort.

2mm ankle boot: light weight, 
perfect for traveling. Includes a 
rubber grip sole.

No sole, double-lined neoprene.  
Contour cut, glued and stitched 
seams.

New ingernail cut. Double-lining 
neoprene with rubber printed 
palm for increased grip. 

Incredibly cool, the close it keeps 
you warm while not limiting the 
dexterity. Wrist extremity is cut to 
make dofing very easy.  

Double-lined neoprene, with 
Amara inserts and velcro strap.

Made of ultra stretch neoprene, 
its distinctive feature is the 
innovative cut. The preformed 
wrist shape (snug cut) in Glide 
Skin generates a water tight seal. 
All stitching has been moved so as 
not to affect the sensitivity of the 
ingers. 

code: 5 mm 412626 ∤ 6.5 mm 412628

code: 5 mm 412718 ∤ 6.5 mm 412717

thickness: 5 mm ∤ 6.5 mm

thickness: 5 mm ∤ 6.5 mm

code: 412619

code: 412610

code: 412721

thickness: 5 mm

thickness: 2 mm

sizes: 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7 ∤ 8 ∤ 9 ∤ 10 ∤ 11 ∤ 12 ∤ 13

sizes: XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ m ∤ l ∤ Xl

sizes: 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7 ∤ 8 ∤ 9 ∤ 10 ∤ 11 ∤ 12

sizes: 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7 ∤ 8 ∤ 9 ∤ 10 ∤ 11 ∤ 12 ∤ 13

sizes: XS/S ∤ m/l ∤ Xl/XXl

code: 412613

code: 412719

thickness: 2 mm

thickness: 3 mm

code: 412611

code: 412702 / code US: 480016

thickness: 3 mm

thickness: 2 mm

sizes: 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7 ∤ 8 ∤ 9 ∤ 10 ∤ 11 ∤ 12 ∤ 13

sizes: XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ m ∤ l ∤ Xl

sizes: XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ m ∤ l ∤ Xl

sizes: XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ m ∤ l ∤ Xl

CLASSIC SOCk

GLOVES

BOOTS
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X-Stream

YL BL RD TBK WH JPK

Venting systemRiddled foot pocket Perforated pull tabABS plus buckles

X-stream Comfort, X-ceptional eficiency

 ■ riddled fooT poCkeT no paraChuTe effeCT 

 ■ neXT generaTion opb

 ■ blade ConSTruCTion for leSS TurbulenCe

The X-stream: performance, comfort and lightweight design are the incredible 
result of sixty passionate years at the service of diving. The X-stream is truly a 
leap into the future, and changes forever how we envision the creation of a in. 
More than 2 years of resources, experiments and testing and four Mares patents 
all concentrated in one unique product.

code: 410019

sizes XS S r XL (Pink not available)

blade* 34,5 cm / 13.6 in 36 cm / 14.2 in 37 cm / 14.6in 38 cm / 15 in
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EXCEL + AVAnTI EXCEL

YL YLBL BLSI BK SI

In the great mares tradition,
the evolution continues

 ■ longer fooT poCkeT. more ComforT, 

Same greaT performanCe

 ■ elaSTiC opb. maXimum effiCienCy, minimum efforT

 ■ Tri-maTerial TeChnology and abS pluS buCkleS

Heir to the Quattro Excel, the Excel + rediscovers the roots of its noble 
ancestor, the Avanti Quattro. Thus, a new in is created, and thanks to its 
fully redesigned foot pocket, it offers both propulsive force and unbeatable 
comfort. The back of the foot pocket is made of soft rubber, further 
increasing comfort and performance.

The highest level of performance
in all diving conditions

 ■ whale Tail deSign, greaT power TranSmiSSion

 ■ anaTomiCal fooT poCkeT

 ■ Tri-maTerial for maXimum performanCe

Following several tests on new materials, Mares has created the Avanti 
Excel. The Excel has been updated and improved over the already legendary 
performance of the Plana tradition. Elastic OPB, Superchannel Thrust, 
Tri-material technologies and the Whale Tail design all fused into a unique, 
extraordinary in, making it ideal for demanding divers.

code: 410018 code: 410316

sizes XS S R XL

blade* 36 cm / 14.1 in 39 cm / 15.3 in 40 cm / 15.7 in 40 cm / 15.7 in

sizes 34/35 36/37  38/39 40/41 42/43 44/45 46/47

blade*
29,5 cm

 11.6 in

30 cm

11.8 in

31 cm

12.2 in

32 cm

12.6 in

33 cm

13 in

34 cm

13.4 in

35,5 cm

14 in
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YL YLBL BLBK BGRSI

VOLO POWER VOLO RACE

Lightweight, easy and eficient

 ■ opb SySTem for greaTer effiCienCy

 ■ Channel ThruST TeChnology

 ■ abS pluS buCkleS

High performance with minimal exertion, comfort and lightweight design. 
The anatomic foot pocket features interior ribs that improve it, eliminate 
foot suction and prevent foot pocket lexing thus transmitting more power to 
the blade. Ideal for women, kids and all divers who want the easiest kicking 
in in the market.

All the advantages of the Volo Power
in a full foot design

 ■ anaTomiCal fooT poCkeT

 ■ high performanCe wiTh minimum eXerTion

 ■ The eaSieST kiCking fin on The markeT

The combination of OPB and Channel Thrust technology make the Volo Race 
the perfect in for divers who want to increase their eficiency with minimum 
effort. OPB is featured for controlling and optimizing the thrust angle. 
Channel Thrust technology for perfect routing of the water low, and rubber 
covered stabilizers provide improved performance. Divers and snorkelers 
alike will enjoy this easy kicking in.

code: 410008 code: 410313

sizes S R xL

blade* 36 cm / 14.2 in 37 cm / 14.6 in 37 cm / 14.6 in

sizes 36/37  38/39 40/41 42/43 44/45 46/47

blade*
33,5 cm

13.2 in

33,5 cm

13.2 in

36,5 cm

14.5 in

37 cm

14.6 in

39,5 cm

15.6 in

39,5 cm

15.6 in
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AVAnTI QUATTRO + AVAnTI QUATTRO POWER

YL YLBL WH BLBK LM FL BK

Restyling of a legend, 
comes equipped with the patented mares bungee strap

 ■ inCreaSed effiCienCy wiTh The uSe of new hi-fleX maTerial

 ■ four ChannelS for four TimeS The ThruSTing power

 ■ bungee STrap

The new Avanti Quattro + in exceeds the established performance of 
the traditional model thanks to the use of new materials that optimize 
eficiency. Greater responsiveness and thrusting power with an even more 
attractive look.  New Bungee Strap is provided standard.  Proven Channel 
Thrust technology makes the in versatile and ideal in all diving conditions. 
The stabilizers improve stability, eliminating ankle twisting phenomena. 
The anatomical foot pocket conveys more power to the blade.

The ultimate Channel Thrust in for speed, 
power and fun in the water 

 ■ ideal for boTh SCuba and apnea

 ■ Channel ThruST TeChnology for opTimum performanCe

 ■ rubberized Side ribS

The best all-around full foot in for diving. The Avanti quattro Power is 
perfect for warm water divers, snorkelers and free divers that want ultimate 
power, comfort and speed. The obvious choice for demanding scuba and free 
divers. Comfort combined with extraordinary performance.

code: 410003 code: 410301

sizes S R xL

blade* 37 cm / 14.6 in 38 cm / 15 in 39 cm / 15.3 in

sizes 40/41 42/43 44/45

blade* 44 cm / 17.3 in 45,5 cm / 17.9 in 45,5 cm / 17.9 in
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WAVE WAVE FF

YL YLBL BLBK BKRD BGR

Enjoy pure ease

 ■ Tri-maTerial ConSTruCTion

 ■ huge SuperChannel for unparalleled ThruST

 ■ abS pluS buCkleS

The Wave uses Tri-material construction to apply speciic properties where 
needed. The upper part of the foot pocket is specially molded in soft rubber 
to guarantee maximum comfort. The blade has a big soft rubber insert 
perfect to get the ideal Superchannel water low. The remainder has the 
rigidity and strength needed for superior propulsion. Unmistakably Mares.

Comfort and performance

 ■ Tri-maTerial ConSTruCTion

 ■ Channel ThruST TeChnology

 ■ SofT rubber fooT poCkeT

The overall design of the Wave FF is strongly inluenced by the development 
of the blade. Based on our Channel Thrust technology, it envelopes a large 
volume of water in the central area, which is then propelled out generating 
thrust with high eficiency. The three-material construction means that we 
could select the best possible TPR for the foot pocket and thus obtain the 
highest comfort, while applying materials with the best elastic properties for 
the blade aiming at reaching the highest performance.

code: 410017 code: 410332

sizes XS S R XL

blade* 36 cm / 14.1 in 37 cm / 14.6 in 39 cm / 15.3 in 39,5 cm / 15.6 in

sizes 36/37  38/39 40/41 42/43 44/45 46/47

blade*
34,5 cm

13.6 in

35 cm

13.8 in

35,5 cm

14 in

36 cm

14.2 in

36,5 cm

14.4 in

37,5 cm

14.8 in
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AVAnTI SUPERCHAnnEL OH AVAnTI SUPERCHAnnEL FF

YL YLBL BLBK RD

The perfect blend of power and eficiency

 ■ Three ChannelS for The SuperChannel effeCT

 ■ manufaCTured in TeCralene® for Superior performanCe

 ■ orThopediC fooT poCkeT

Due to the compact length of the blade this is the ideal in for travel and for 
dives in warm waters. The orthopedic foot pocket with variable thickness 
provides superior comfort, and the blade is constructed of Tecralene® and 
Thermoplastic rubber for extended durability.

The latest evolution in Channel Thrust technology

 ■ rugged and durable ConSTruCTion

 ■ anaTomiCal open heel fooT poCkeT

 ■ abS pluS buCkleS

The Avanti Superchannel is designed for the diver who wants the perfect 
blend of power and eficiency in one in. The new blade design with a large 
central Superchannel and two traditional lateral channels provide excellent 
thrust while maintaining high eficiency and minimizing leg fatigue.

code: 410012 code: 410317

sizes S R xL

blade* 35 cm / 13.8 in 37 cm / 14.6 in 37 cm / 14.6 in

sizes 36/37  38/39 40/41 42/43 44/45 46/47

blade*
32 cm

12.6 in

33 cm

13 in

34 cm

13.4 in

35,5 cm

14 in

36,5 cm

14.5 in

37 cm

14.6 in
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AVAnTI TRE

YL BL BK BK

POWER PLAnA

Lightweight, eficient and a great value

 ■ orThopediC fooT poCkeT

 ■ rugged, durable ConSTruCTion

 ■ good ThruST in an eConomiCal fin

Avanti Tre features a soft anatomical foot pocket and mid-sized blade with 
three channels for optimal movement of water during the kicking cycle, 
perfect when traveling to warm water locations. Upper and lower stabilizers 
help transfer energy from the foot pocket to the blade, making it easy to kick 
for extended snorkeling time.

The Mares tech in

 ■ made of high-qualiTy naTural rubber

 ■ bungee STrap 

 ■ full Shape fooT poCkeT

The Power Plana is the ideal in for the tech diver. Made of nearly 
indestructible natural rubber, this high performing in is ideal for all kinds 
of kicks. The high density material makes the in negatively buoyant, a 
desired feature when using a dry suit and a tech rig with steel plate. The 
patented bungee strap is the best solution for both comfort during the dive 
and donning / dofing. Unlike competitors’ ins, the Mares rubber in offers 
a full-shape foot pocket.

code: 410302 code: 410007

sizes R xL xxL

blade* 27,5 cm / 10.8 in 27,5 cm / 10.8 in 27,5 cm / 10.8 in

sizes 36/37  38/39 40/41 42/43 44/45 46/47

blade*
31 cm

12.2 in

33 cm

13 in

34 cm

13.4 in

36 cm

14.2 in

36,5 cm

14.5 in

37,5 cm

14.8 in
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TURBO PLAnARAPTOR

YL BKBL BK

mares applies its world class in R&D 
to split in technology

 ■ naTure’S wing TeChnology

 ■ whale Tail deSign for power TranSmiSSion

 ■ abS pluS buCkleS

Raptor uses an advanced design and combination of materials to create the 
highest performance split in ever. The Raptor’s design including the Whale 
Tail foot pocket for maximum energy transfer delivers the maximum thrust 
and eficiency in the split in category.

The Mares rubber in

 ■ bungee STrap

 ■ eaSy To maneuver 

 ■ mareS deSign

Turbo Plana is made in heavy duty rubber. This dense rubber provides 
negative buoyancy and is ideal to keep the right trim not only in technical- or 
drysuit- but also regular dives. Easy to kick in traditional and frog-kick style, 
reliable and resistant.

           dediCaTed To The aSian markeT.
           noT available in all CounTrieS.

** asian sizes

code: 410014 code: 410020

sizes S R xL

blade* 37,5 cm / 14.8 in 38 cm / 15 in 38,5 cm / 15.2 in

sizes** S M L

blade* 27,5 cm / 10.8 in 29,5 cm / 11.6 in 29,5 cm / 11.6 in
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BGR

410316410018 410008 410313 410017 410012 410302 410007410317 410014 410020410332410003 410301

avanti
excel

excel +
volo

power
volo
race

wave wave ff
avanti

quattro +

avanti
quattro 
power

avanti 
Superchannel 

oh

avanti 
Superchannel 

ff
avanti Tre raptor

Turbo
plana

power
plana

37 33 37 37 38 45.5 39 36 37 35,5 36 27,5
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410019

XS · S · R · XL XS · S · R · XL

34/35 · 36/37 
38/39 · 40/41 
42/43 · 44/45 

46/47

36/37 · 38/39 
40/41 · 42/43 
44/45 · 46/47

36/37 · 38/39 
40/41 · 42/43 
44/45 · 46/47

40/41 · 42/43 
44/45

36/37 · 38/39 
40/41 · 42/43 
44/45 · 46/47

36/37 · 38/39 
40/41 · 42/43 
44/45 · 46/47

XS · S · R · XLS · R · XL S · R · XL R · XL · XXLS · R · XL S · M · L**S · R · XL
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YL
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X-stream

Colors

fin

Code

Sizes

opB ∤ Optimized pivoting Blade

Weight
one in without buckles
(size R or 42/43)

chaNNEL ThRusT

Thermoplastic rubber/ Technopolymers

lb

kg

Le
ng

ht
Th

ru
st

 a
re

a

Blade:
Open heel (size R)
Full foot (size 42/43)

Thermoplastic rubber/ Tecralene®

Natural rubber

* From end of foot pocket to end of blade / ** Asian sizes / *** XL version not available

RIDDLED FOOT pOckET

TRI-MaTERIaL cONsTRucTION

RuBBER TEchNOLOgy

in

in2

cm

cm2

TECHnICAL SPECIFICATIOnS
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X-VISION

WHKWHK

RDKRDK

GRKGRK

YLKYLK

YLWCYL

BLWCBL

BLWBLW

PKWPKW

code: 411045

the best diving mask made better!

 ■ field of viSion inCreaSed by an aSTounding 20%

 ■ new anaTomiCal SkirT provideS Superior fiT and Seal

 ■ vibranT new ColorS

A revolutionary new design delivers an even more attractive and high-
performance X-vision. The combination of two different types of silicone and 
small horizontal ribs on the skirt ensure unmatched comfort. Those marks on 
your face after a dive will be nothing but a distant memory. An innovative look 
in the X-vision style with a unique and vibrant mix of new colors.

Pressure relief systemNew compact easy-adjust buckle Optical lensesDraining system

61
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X-Vu

WBLWH

CRDRD

CYLYL

WPKWH

WBKWH

SIWHWH

SBKBK

CBLBL

WLBW

WBLWH

WRDWH

WPKWH

SWHWH

GBKGR

maSK StraP

regular

code: 411033 regular / 411041 Sunrise

Comfort it, best view

 ■ bi-sILIcONE sTRap

 ■ TRI-cOMFORT TEchNOLOgy

 ■ WIDE RaNgE OF cOLOuRs

The X-vu LiquidSkin is the third 2-window mask using LiquidSkin technology 
after the X-vision and Star. Beyond the natural comfort provided by 
LiquidSkin skirt, an additional soft silicone part is injected in the nose area 
acting like an anti-shock bumper. 

code: 41200484 code: 41200485
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STAR

CBLBL

GBKBK

ESSEnCE

BKGR

CLWH

CLBL

LiquidSkin now available on the most compact mask

 ■ liquidSkin TeChnology

 ■ low inTernal volume

 ■ ideal for apneiSTS Too

The geometry of the Star was optimized by greatly reducing the distance 
between the lens and the eyes, working with the angle of the glass and 
construction of the nose on the skirt. This allows for better vision and 
perception of distance. Merged with LiquidSkin technology, Star incorporates 
all the best solutions available on the market.

code: 411030

Unique design for a unique technology

 ■ greaT ComforT and ample field of viSion

 ■ quiCk-aDjusTINg BuckLEs ON ThE skIRT

 ■ LIghT, FOLDaBLE, Easy TO sTORE

The Essence mask is the maximum expression of LiquidSkin technology. 
Silicone and glass come together and blend to create a mask that is truly 
one of a kind. Light and foldable, thanks to the buckles on the skirt, it offers a 
broad ield of vision. All the features are orchestrated by the exclusive design, 
a synthesis of technology and aesthetics.

code: 411031 recommended retail price: XXX €
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I3

CYLYL CLCL

CBLBL

SBKBK BKBK

BLCL

X-Vu

YLCL

BLCL

RDCL

BKBK

BGRCL

regular

unparalled ield of vision

 ■ Tri-cOMFORT skIRT

 ■ X-shapED sTRap

 ■ quIck-aDjusTINg BuckLEs

i3 combines the advantages of the Tri-comfort technology with a huge ield 
of vision. In addition to the wide central glass, smaller panels on each side 
guarantee peripheral vision that will blow you away. The ergonomic 2-button 
buckles allow for easy and secure adjustment of the strap even when diving 
with thick gloves. 

code: 411040 Regular / 411042 sunrise

Stylish and comfortable

 ■ TRI-cOMFORT skIRT

 ■ 2-BuTTON BuckLEs ON ThE skIRT

 ■ X-shapED sTRap 

The front portion of the X-vu skirt has a series of horizontal “bumpers” 
made to absorb any relative movement between the mask and the face. This 
diminishes the sensation of squeezing on the face and the forehead, which can 
be especially appreciated during long dives. The X-shaped strap improves the 
overall it of the mask. The two-button buckles allow for a quick and effortless 
strap adjustment.

code: 411036
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WHKBK

LMKBK

YLWCL

BLWCL

BK7BK

X-VISION

X-VISION mID

CLCBL

BKBK

CLWLB

CLBGR

code: 411044

there’s nothing like her – unmistakable!

 ■ field of viSion inCreaSed by an aSTounding 20%

 ■ vibranT new ColorS

 ■ opTiCal lenS available

A unique and revolutionary design, combined with innovative technical 
solutions, result in a mask with comfort that goes unmatched, while 
increasing ield of vision in all directions. The contemporary range of colors 
gives the new X-Vision a modern and unmistakable look. quick-adjusting 
ergonomic buckles are positioned directly on the skirt.

the most popular mask in the world

 ■ STaTe of The arT deSign 

 ■ opTiCal lenS opTion

 ■ mid-sIzE avaILaBLE

The success of this product derives from meticulous computer design and 
numerous optical tests. The central position of the eyes and the optimally 
angled windows provides the widest possible viewing angle in every direction. 
quick-adjusting ergonomic buckles are positioned directly on the skirt.

code: 411024

6565
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PURE VISIOn

CLRYL

CLRBL

BKBK

RYLCL

RBLCL

BKBK

VEnTO

The benchmark product in single-lens masks 

 ■ low drag deSign 

 ■ wide field of viSion 

 ■ ez adJuST buCkleS loCaTed on The SkirT

A single-lens mask with the unmistakable Mares design and a wide ield of 
vision. The exclusive design of the EZ adjust buckles positioned on the skirt 
ensures less drag and makes it easy to adjust.

code: 411217

The shape of comfort

 ■ wide field of viSion 

 ■ eaSy To puT on  

 ■ SofT TouCh SiliCone buCkleS loCaTed on The SkirT

Mask with a surprising broad ield of vision and an extremely comfortable 
skirt. The large soft touch silicone buckles make it incredibly easy to adjust, 
even when wearing gloves.

code: 411316
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OPERA

RYLCL

RBLCL

TBKBK

SETA

RYLCL

RBLCL

BKBK

Simple and sturdy

 ■ TradiTional deSign

 ■ durable for Travel

 ■ lighT weighT

An expression of Mares tradition, with its rugged, durable construction, 
making this a good travel companion. Symmetrical lenses simplify the 
option to customize the mask with corrective lenses, which are available in a 
complete range from -1 to -7 diopters.

code: 411019

Innovation and tradition

 ■ TradiTional deSign 

 ■ SofT TouCh SiliCone buCkleS loCaTed on The SkirT 

 ■ even greaTer ComforT 

The timeless shape of the Seta mask has been improved upon by implementing 
the soft touch silicone buckles located on the skirt. The result is a very 
comfortable mask that delivers excellent performance. 

code: 411328

6767
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kOnA

YLCLYLCL

BLCLBLCL

BKBKTQCL

Lightweight and compact

 ■ CompaCT deSign

 ■ reaSonably priCed

 ■ ez adJuST buCkleS loCaTed on The SkirT

The reduced volume and soft silicone make this mask easy to clear and 
incredibly comfortable. The lightweight, EZ adjust buckles are easier to adjust 
and create less drag. It’s an excellent tool at an accessible price to easily get 
into diving and snorkeling.

regularmid

code: 411252 regular / 411253 mid

6868
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ERGO FLEX

ERGO DRY ERGO SPLASH

RYL
RYL

RYL

CL

BWH

BYL BLM

RBL
RBL

RBL

JPKBK
BK

BK

CL

RD

WH

BRD

 ■ anaTomiCal deSign 

 ■ eXhauST valve 

 ■ CorrugaTed hoSe and mouThpieCe made wiTh high qualiTy 

SiliCone 

Exclusive engineering of the dry top (patented) and an ergonomically 
correct mouthpiece make this the ideal snorkel for scuba or for prolonged 
snorkeling sessions. The combination of the 100% dry top and an exhaust 
valve in the mouthpiece ensures a completely dry breathing environment.

Anti-Splash, Semidry top with exhaust valve. An ergonomically oriented 
silicone mouthpiece for an intuitive and user friendly experience.

A peculiar feature of the Flex version is the corrugated hose, which is made 
of transparent silicone. Ideal for those who prefer a simple, yet functional 
snorkel.

code: 411481 / uS 481053 code: 411480 / uS 481054

code: 411482 / uS 481055
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ROVER PROPRO FLEX

BK
RBL

411482

481055

411480

481054

411460

-

411483

-

ergo flexergo Splash pro flex rover pro

411481

481053

RYL
RBL
BK
CL
JPK
WH
BWH
BRD
BYL
BLM

RYL
RBL
BK
RD

BK
BGR

RYL
RBL
BK
CL

ergo dry

BGR BKBK RBL

Easy and intuitive

Our entry level. A simple and reliable snorkel, everything you need and 
nothing you don’t. The snorkel keeper is integrated in the tube and the 
mouthpiece is mounted on a housing which integrates a purge valve. Ideal 
for Dive Centers.

Join comfort and ease

The use of two materials with different textures eliminates any nuisance 
on the nape of the neck area besides ensuring lexibility during its use, 
without creating airlow interruptions. The ergonomic design is highly 
hydrodynamic, reducing vibrations and noises during movements. Thanks 
to the cooperation with a highly recognized Italian orthodontic lab, Mares 
has developed the most suitable snorkel for extended use.

Colors

Snorkel

Code

purge valve

dry Top

world

uSa

code: 411460 code: 411483
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190184
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183

157

411033 411036

411019411316 411217

411031411030

411328

411040

411252

411024

411253

CYLYL
CBLBL
CRDRD
SBKBK
WBLWH
WPKWH
WBKWH
SIWH

WHKWHK
RDKRDK
GRKGRK
YLKYLK
YLWCYL
BLWCBL
BLWBLW
PKWPKW

WHKBK
BK7BK
LMKBK
YLWCL
BLWCL

YLCL
BLCL
RDCL
BKBK
BGRCL

RYLCL
RBLCL
TBKBK

RYLCL
RBLCL
BKBK

CBLBL
GBKBK

CLRYL
CLRBL
BKBK

CLBL
BKGR
CLWH

RYLCL
RBLCL
BKBK

YLCL
BLCL
BKBK

CLCBL
BKBK
CLBGR
CLWLB

YLCL
BLCL
TQCL

CYLYL
CBLBL
SBKBK

X-vu

X-vu
X-vision

X-vision

vento opera

Star

pure vision

essence

Seta 

i3
X-vision mid

mid

regular regular

regular

kona

Tri-ComforT

SunriSe

SunriSe

liquidSkin

Tri-ComforT

liquidSkin

WRDWH
WBLWH
GBKGR 
SWHWH
WLBWH
WPKWH

411041411045 411044

BLCL
BKBK
CLCL

411042

Colors

Colors

mask

mask

Code

Code

mid Size

mid Size

Code 411182
from -1 to -7

Code 411187
from -1 to -7

Code 411191
from -1 to -5

Code 411192
from -1 to -7

Code 411194
from -1 to -7

Code 411194
from -1 to -7

Code 411192
from -1 to -7

no

no nono no

no
no

no

Code 411192
from +1.5 to +3

Code 411194
from +1.5 to +3

Code 411194
from +1.5 to +3

Code 411192
from +1.5 to +3

Code 411186
from +1.5 to +3

opTiCal lenSeS

opTiCal lenSeS

weight (g)

weight (g)

optical lens (optionals)

optical lens (optionals)

TECHnICAL SPECIFICATIOnS
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EOS 10R

EOS 5

EOS 3

EOS 2C

1.100 lumen / 12.500 lux 300 lumen / 7.000 lux

620 lumen / 13.000 lux 240 lumen / 17.000 lux

Uncompromising performance

 ■ high-pOWER MONO LED

 ■ IN-hOusINg BaTTERy chaRgINg

 ■ ONE haND OpERaTION

The anatomical tubular handle, combined with the perfect balance, gives easy 
handling underwater. The magnetic switch ring ensures maximum reliability. 
The real technological core of EOS 10 is the electronic voltage supply control 
of the LED that ensures a consistent light for the entire rated burn time, which 
is more than 150 minutes. Innovative mono LED, combined with a scientiically 
engineered relector, assures perfect light intensity. Nickel-metalhydrate 
battery pack can be charged hundreds of times without memory effect. 

Compact and bright

 ■ hIgh-pOWER MONO LED

 ■ aNODIzED aLuMINIuM hOusINg

 ■ hEaD ROTaTIONaL sWITch

The Eos 5 pairs a compact size with a high-intensity LED capable of delivering 
long burntimes. It’s perfect as a main torch on recreational dives or as a backup 
torch on more demanding dives. Sturdy body in corrosion-proof aluminium. 
Rotating mechanical switch, powered by 3 type-C alkaline batteries that users 
can replace. Screw closure and watertight seal ensured by O-rings. Length 20 
cm. Maximum operating depth: 120m

The beginning of a new era

 ■ hIgh-pOWER 3W MONO LED

 ■ cONsIsTENT LIghT INTENsITy

 ■ LONg BuRN TIME

It provides an incredible light output of 7.000 lux. Electronic voltage supply 
control of the LED ensures a consistent light for 5 hours with 8 standard 
AA batteries. Anti-shock rubber protection on the anodized aluminium head 
and a tubular ergonomic handle with a magnetic sliding switch; the latter 
features ON and OFF positions with a mechanical safety catch. 

Small and light

 ■ MONO LED

 ■ aLuMINIuM BaRREL

 ■ LIghTWEIghT

Eos 2C, is a lightweight and compact torch able to deliver high-intensity 
light. The sturdy aluminium body is corrosion-resistant and able to 
withstand intense use. The LED produces an extremely intense light beam 
and lasts approximately 100,000 hours. Screw closure and watertight seal 
ensured by O-rings. Powered by 3 type AAA alkaline batteries that can be 
replaced by the user. 

code: 415667

burn-time: approx. 2h 30’ at max light intensity burn-time: over 5 hours

burn-time: approx. 5/6 hoursburn-time: approx. 14/16 hours

code: 415669

code: 415666

code: 415668
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STROBE BEAmmARkER BEAm

FORCE nAnOFORCE

FORCE SnAPFORCE BAT TITAnIUm

Standard-size knife can be easily fastened to Mares BCD’s, bags, and hoses. 
The soft, ergonomic grip offers a secure hold and makes it easy to use. The 
100 mm stainless steel blade comes with a built-in line cutter. A special PVD 
treatment prevents the surface of the blade from oxidizing. Its special shape 
makes the release system easy to use, even when wearing gloves.

This compact knife is ideal for any situation. A series of standard accessories 
makes it easy to fasten the knife to Mares BCDs, bags, and hoses. The grip 
features soft overmolding for a secure hold. The 65mm stainless steel blade 
with built-in line cutter is covered in a special PVD treatment that prevents 
the blade surface from oxidizing.

Functional butterly-type knife with serrated edge and safety button. 
Stainless steel blade with bottle opener and line hook included.

This knife, made in beta titanium, offers hardness, abrasion and corrosion 
resistance. It has superior cutting sharpness in its custom-ground blade 
with a special serrated edge. Lightweight and safe thanks to the foldable 
system, it can easily be opened with one hand. With carabiner.

Compact 2-in-1 strobe and LED torch unit.
Super-eficient LED back-up torch. 24 hours of lighting power.
3 AA batteries.

Marker lashing light stick with safety leash with stop and lash function. 
LR 44 batteries.

LIGHTS

knIVES

code: 415710code: 415711

code: 415627code: 415626

code: 415623code: 415624
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CRUISE BACkPACk PRO

CRUISE BACkPACk DRY

CRUISE ROLLER

Product folded

Perfect for travelers, the utmost attention to detail

 ■ greaT maneuverabiliTy and STabiliTy

 ■ TeleSCoping handle

 ■ inCorporaTed poCkeTS

The lagship of the Cruise Mares collection has gotten a makeover. The compact 
and modern new design and the materials used make this bag extremely versatile 
and lightweight. Its key features are the large, sturdy wheels, telescoping 
handle, incorporated front pockets, padded shoulder straps, adjustable external 
compression straps, and integrated side in pockets with a water drainage 
system. Beauty case with internal mirror standard. 

Folding backpack with wheels

 ■ eaSy To fold and STow

 ■ ulTralighT buCkleS

 ■ large, STurdy wheelS

Now this backpack is truly “cool”. Super light and very roomy, the folding system 
is its key feature. It takes less than a minute to easily fold it, turning it into a 
small size carrying case. It has two integrated side pockets for storing your ins, 
and adjustable compression straps on the outside. Front pockets and handles 
for transport.

Travel light

 ■ ulTra lighTweighT

 ■ CompleTely waTerTighT

 ■ large inTernal volume

Extremely lightweight bag, less than 1.5 kg!  Simple, but brimming with 
innovative functions designed to improve dive travel. The watertight heat sealing, 
removable padded shoulder straps, waterproof zipper, ultralight buckles and 
minimalist design make this bag a must for the adventures of traveling divers.

code: 415541

code: 415542

code: 415540

dimension (lxwxh) unit net weight volume

47×32×81 cm / 18.5×12.5×32 in. 5 Kg / 11 lb 128 L / 7811 cu.in.

dimension (lxwxh) unit net weight volume

47×32×81 cm / 18.5×12.5×32 in. 3 Kg / 6.6 lb 128 L / 7811 cu.in.

dimension (lxwxh) unit net weight volume

42×33×79 cm / 16.5×13×31 in. 1.1 Kg / 2.4 lb 108 L / 6590 cu.in.
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885 AED

610 AED

475 AED



CRUISE X-StraP

CruISe CLaSSIC

DrY baGS

Designed to carry your equipment

 ■ foldS eaSily  

 ■ ideal for STowing long-BLaDE FINs

 ■ uLTRaLIghT BuckLEs

The perfect size for a quick trip or a full day of diving. Two large integrated 
pockets on the side, front pocket for stowing ins, and auto-blocking zip. The 
Mares X-Strap, thanks to the placement of the quick release buckles, makes 
it possible to quickly convert the carrying handles into shoulder straps for the 
backpack and an over-the-shoulder strap for the bag. 

Classic, but far from common

 ■ ThE IDEaL Bag FOR EvERy usE

 ■ EXTERNaL FIN pOckET WITh aDjusTaBLE BuckLE

 ■ haNDLE aND shOuLDER sTRaps FOR Easy TRaNspORT

Sturdy and lightweight, it’s ideal for convenient storage of all the diving equipment 
you’ll need for a full day of diving. The external in pocket has adjustable buckles 
to hold the ins securely. The bag comes with a zippered sundries pocket that 
can carry personal items and your most delicate instruments.

For your rugged adventures

 ■ REINFORcED pvc

 ■ quIck cLOsuRE

 ■ hEaT-sEaLED sTITchINg

Fully waterproof sacks, ideal for keeping your clothing and equipment dry. In 
addition, it is excellent for water sports and outdoor activities such as hiking, 
ishing, hunting, rafting, boating and kayaking and is available in four different sizes.

code: 415543

code: 415559

code: 415530

code: 415531

code: 41553210 l

25 l

75 l

code: 4155335 l

Dimension (LxWxh) unit Net Weight volume

76×31×33 cm / 30×12×12.9 in. 0.82 Kg / 1.81 lb 137.6 l / 8396.86 cu.in.

Dimension (LxWxh) unit Net Weight volume

82.5x30.6x35.5 cm / 32.5x11.75x14 in. 1.85 Kg / 4.08 lb 87.9 L / 5363.92 cu.in.

76

340 AED

240 AED

5L= 50 AED, 10L= 60 AED, 

25L= 85 AED



CRUISE QUICk PACk

CRUISE BACkPACk mESH DELUXE

CRUISE BACkPACk mESH ELITE

The foldable bag

 ■ waTer- REpELLENT cOaTINg

 ■ INTERNaL pOckET

 ■ FOLDaBLE

This large and lightweight bag can hold anything. A simple bag and a great 
organizer. Water repellent, includes a mesh cover with drawstring closure. Wide 
internal pocket to store your personal items. It can be folded into itself, turning into 
a small bag with handle. Ideal choice for intensive rental use in the Diving Centers.

The sturdy mesh backpack

 ■ aDjusTaBLE shOuLDER aND sTERNaL sTRaps

 ■ LaTERaL zIppER FOR Easy accEss

 ■ pvc MEsh NET

Adjustable shoulder and sternal straps for a better it when used as backpack. 
Two rubber handles allow you to easily and comfortably carry it when used as bag. 
The special design protects you from wet equipment. A lateral and sturdy zipper 
ensures easy access to your equipment at all times, even when the bag is completely 
overloaded. Wide internal and external pockets to store equipment and more.

The foldable backpack

 ■ LIghTWEIghT 

 ■ aDjusTaBLE shOuLDER sTRaps

 ■ INTERNaL pOckET

The light weight mesh backpack. Integrated soft handle, with an embroidered 
Mares logo, for easy carrying. Adjustable shoulder straps ensure a better it. 
Internal pocket to store your personal items. It can be folded into itself, turning 
into a small bag with a handle.

code: 415598

code: 415596

code: 415597

Dimension (LxWxh) unit Net Weight volume

76×31×33 cm / 30×12×12.9 in. 0.82 Kg / 1.81 lb 137.6 l / 8396.86 cu.in.

Dimension (LxWxh) unit Net Weight volume

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm / 16x16x28 in. 1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb 112 L / 6834.65 cu.in.

77
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CRUISE SAFETY

CRUISE mESH

CRUISE REG

CRUISE ADD-ON

meSH baG

CruISe FreeDIVe CruISe DIVer

CruISe PearL

Full mesh, this bag is the ideal bag to store 
your equipment after either scuba diving or 
freediving. It is long enough to store even the 
longest ins on the market. It can be folded up 
in seconds, becoming a small round bag with a 
handle no bigger than a small pizza.

The intelligent bag for transporting and rinsing 
your equipment, kept in a practical and compact 
sack. Ideal for snorkeling equipment.

A unique and functional bag with the necessary 
space to store mask, ins and snorkel, it is the 
ideal buddy for a snorkeling or apnea trip. Its 
length accommodates even the longest apnea 
blades.

With velcro closure, relective piping, special 
rear fastening system and side hook, it is easy 
to hook it to a belt and to equipment. Equipped 
with 10 meters of line, diver marker buoy, and 
a 300g-2/3lbs lead weight, makes reeling out 
line fast and easy. The bag is complete with a 
relective mirror.

With velcro closure, relective piping, special rear 
fastening system, side hook, it is easy to hook to 
equipment. Includes an inner pocket that can be 
used for additional weight, and an expandable 
mesh zippered pocket for sundry items.

The Cruise Pearl is a small bag designed to store 
and protect your mask. It is easy to close with a 
velcro strap, which can attach to your belt.

CruISe COLLeCtION

Carefully thought out, its pockets are designed 
to properly store your dive computer, interfaces 
and more. Equipped with pockets that allow you 
to easily store and even use your mobile phone, 
Mp3 player and other electronic devices. Inside 
you will also ind a key holder and a card holder 
for diver certiication cards and credit cards. 
Adjustable shoulder strap.

Ample bag with shoulder strap and handle for 
arranging and protecting your regulator and 
accessories. It features a small additional case 
for stowing dive computers. 

code: 415546

code: 415587

code: 415576

code: 415580

code: 415588

code: 415515

code: 415590

code: 415584
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CRUISE OFFICE

CRUISE JOURnEY

CRUISE CAPTAIn

The ofice bag for divers

 ■ proTeCTion SySTem for your lapTop

 ■ ample mulTi-usE pOckET

 ■ sOFT gRIp

Unique, modern design for an ultralight Mares ofice bag. Ideal for traveling 
and daily use, its sturdy construction was designed to provide the best 
protection for your working tools, like a laptop or your most important 
documents. The Cruise Ofice contains numerous distinct compartments so 
you can organize contents properly. Removable shoulder strap and soft “Air-
Mesh” grip to make it comfortable to carry. 

Handy and convenient

 ■ caMERa cOMpaRTMENT

 ■ zIppERED REaR LapTOp pOckET

 ■ aDjusTaBLE paDDED shOuLDER sTRaps

Versatile backpack with internal padding. Rear pocket with zip for carrying 
your laptop, and also featuring a compartment for your camera. External 
elastic for storing your towel, a dedicated pocket for your cell phone, and 
room for everything you need.

The ideal wheeled bag for divers who travel

 ■ ThE IDEaL sIzE TO caRRy ON BOaRD

 ■ TELEscOpIc haNDLE

 ■ EXTREMELy LIghTWEIghT

Telescoping handle and sturdy wheels make it very convenient for travel. 
Thanks to its compact size it can be used as carry-on baggage. The 
expandable pocket with zipper and side buckles offers plenty of room to 
conveniently stow diving equipment. 

code: 415544

code: 415545

code: 415558recommended retail price: XXX €

Dimension (LxWxh) unit Net Weight volume

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm / 16x16x28 in. 1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb 1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb

Dimension (LxWxh) unit Net Weight volume

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm / 16x16x28 in. 1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb 112 L / 6834.65 cu.in.

Dimension (LxWxh) unit Net Weight volume

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm / 16x16x28 in. 1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb 112 L / 6834.65 cu.in.
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415541

415597

415543

415545

415559

415576

415598 415546

415580415558

415542 415540

415544

Cruise backpack pro

Cruise mesh elite Cruise Captain

Cruise roller Cruise backpack dry

Cruise ofice

cruise X- strap

cruise  journey

cruise classic

cruise Mesh

cruise quick pack cruise Reg

cruise Freedive

415596

cruise Mesh Deluxe

a.T.O.   aIR TRavEL OpTIMIzED

a.T.O.   aIR TRavEL OpTIMIzED

Dimension (LxWxh)

Dimension (LxWxh)

unit Net Weight

unit Net Weight

volume

volume

Bag

Bag

code

code

haRD BOTTOM

haRD BOTTOM

Backpack sysTEM

Backpack sysTEM

hEavy DuTy WhEELs

hEavy DuTy WhEELs

FOLDaBLE sysTEM

FOLDaBLE sysTEM

47×32×81 cm
18.5×12.5×32 in.

38.7x38.7x77.5 cm
15.2x15.2x30.5 in.

5 Kg / 11 lb

0.57 Kg / 1.25 lb

128 L / 7811 cu.in.

110 L / 6712.61 cu.in. 48 L / 2929.08 cu.in.

128 L / 7811 cu.in. 108 L / 6590 cu.in.

16.5 L / 976.32 cu.in.

76,5 L / 4637.52 cu.in.

46 L / 2807.09 cu.in.

87.9 L / 5363.92 cu.in. 137.6 L / 8396.86 cu.in. 9.4 L / 390.55 cu.in.

108.53 L / 6622.91 cu.in. 47.5 L / 2998.63 cu.in.

3.17 Kg / 6.98 lb

3 Kg / 6.6 lb 1.1 Kg / 2.4 lb

1.5 Kg / 3.3 lb

1.2 Kg / 2.46 lb

1.3 Kg / 2.86 lb

1.85 Kg / 4.08 lb 0.82 Kg / 1.81 lb 0.25 Kg / 0.55 lb

0.67 Kg / 1.48 lb 0.77 Kg / 1.70 lb

55×35×25 cm
21.75×13.75×9.75 in.

47×32×81 cm
18.5×12.5×32 in.

42×33×79 cm
16.5×13×31 in.

42×11×33 cm
16.5×4.37×13 in.

76×31×33 cm
30×12×12.9 in.

42×23×48 cm
16.5×9×19 in.

82.5×30×35.5 cm
32.5×11.75×14 in.

84.5×44×37 cm
33.3×17.3×14.6 in.

26×10×36 cm
10.25×4×14 in.

95.3×38.1×38.1 cm
37.5×15×15 in.

25×20×95 cm
10×8×37 in.

112 L / 6834.65 cu.in.

1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm
16x16x28 in.

TECHnICAL SPECIFICATIOnS

80



LIQUIDSkIn mOUTHPIECE

CL BK

BK/RD BK/WH CL/BL CL/YL

GNPK BL YL IYL WH

JAX JAX-S

code: 415352 (dispenser desk, 12pcs mix colour)

unique technology for a unique mouthpiece

 ■ bi-sILIcONE EXcLusIvE TEchNOLOgy

 ■ hIghLy aDapTaBLE, MaXIMuM cOMFORT

 ■ EXTREMELy LOW jaW FaTIguE

The LiquidSkin mouthpiece incorporates two different hardnesses of silicone 
molded into one mouthpiece. Different thicknesses of bites and perfect positioning 
of hollow semispheres to ensure incredible comfort and it for extremely low jaw 
fatigue without gum irritation, even during very long dives. Lateral “channels” 
give the lexibility for a better it into the particular morphology of the mouth. 
The spheres at the top and bottom stimulate the lips, relaxing them into the ideal 
position. LiquidSkin mouthpiece its on all Mares regulators.

code: 415351 (6pcs unicolors)

code: 415336 (12 pcs mix) /415338 (24 pcs mix) /415347 (12 pcs unicolors)

code: 415335 code: 415111

code: 415354

Thanks to a new technology created in the dental sector, it is now possible to have a custom it 
mouthpiece. Simply immerse Jax in boiling water for a few seconds, then bite down for a personalized 
mouthpiece. Welcome to more comfortable and relaxing dives! Jax can be itted on all Mares regulators.

The famous JAX mouthpiece is now available in a 
Small version to satisfy every requirement.

reGuLar mOutHPIeCe KIt SmaLL mOutHPIeCe KIt
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Ample pockets to hold plenty of 
weights; stainless steel buckle.

Can hold up to 10 different items 
at once.

Weight belt with quick-release 
buckle in plastic.

Ideal hanging solution for drysuit. 
Swiveling hook allows the suit to 
turn freely.

Weight belt with quick-release 
buckle in stainless steel.

The most gentle and lexible 
hanger for diving suits. 

Secure and comfortable surface 
lotation. One size its all. 
Adjustable abdominal strap and 
quick-release buckle. Simple oral 
inlation easily accessible.

Zippered pocket. Velcro interior for 
division into multiple sections.

weight capacity:
Large: 6kg/13lbs.
Small: 4kg/9lbs.

BCD’s/ SUITS ACCESSORIES

Our ultra-compact USB interface with its illuminated information provides 
immediate indications about the status of the interface. Transferring data 
to a PC allows divers to view and manage their dive data and supplement 
it with additional information for a complete logbook. Currently for Nemo 
Wide, Nemo Air and Puck computer line.

The IRIS (Infra-Red Interface System) allows you to transfer data and dive 
logs to your PC via USB connection.
For Nemo Excel, Nemo, M2 RGBM, MC2 RGBM, M1, M1 RGBM, Airlab, 
Darwin and Darwin Air only.

InSTRUmEnTS ACCESSORIES

code: 414307code: 414308

IRIS USB InTERFACEDRAk USB InTERFACE

code: 415712

code: 415130

code: 415713

code: 415122

code: 415714

code: 415123

code: 417750

code: 417954 large pair

code: 417955 Small pair

mULTIPURPOSE HAnGER

SOFT WEIGHT BELT

DRYSUIT HAnGER

WEIGHT BELT

FLEXIBLE FOAm HAnGER

STAInLESS STEEL BELT

SnORkELInG VEST

mRS plus kIT

sizes: S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL
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